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Messums is delighted to announce representation of emerging talent Hannah Mooney. Born 
in Ramelton, Donegal in Ireland in 1995, Mooney undertook her Art and Design Foundation 
Diploma at the University of Ulster before completing her BA in Painting and Printmaking at 
Glasgow School of Art in 2017. Mooney will be taking part in the 4th year of our Emerging 
Talents programme. 
 
Mooney began painting en plein air in her third year at the Glasgow School of Art. When she 
began this new technique, she says ‘I found a subject matter I identified with and a release 
like no other. It was as though I discovered an appetite, I never knew I had.’ Constantly 
varying her technique through adjusting scale, subject and working tools, Mooney’s work 
retains a very identifiable atmosphere. Perhaps the root of this is her enduring return to the 
vitality and elemental nature of Ireland. While in Donegal, Mooney wakes early to walk 
Lough Swilly in all weathers finding comfort in being beside the water and ‘experiencing its 
black and unpredictable moods’. Mooney says, ‘Although fascinating, it is challenging to try 
and capture this sense of vitality truthfully in paint and maybe the reason why I return to this 
subject time and time again.’  
 
Another pillar of Mooney’s work is the reliance on drawing. Returning again and again to her 
old en plein air sketches, reviewing the techniques, palette and ‘accidental marks’ reminds 



 
 

her of what she describes as ‘the instinctive process of grappling with a subject; the initial 
struggle and end reward.’ Mooney aims to treat pieces like sketches, ‘hoping that the sense 
of discovery remains evident and that the paintings retain their freedom and life.’  
 
Messums has successfully supported British landscape painters since its founding in 1963 
and Mooney’s studies in oil suggest a conversation between the traditional legacies of 
landscape painting and her personal and emerging contemporary perspective. 
 
In 2018 Mooney was Selected for The Royal Scottish Watercolours Society Exhibition and 
The New Contemporaries Exhibition at RSA Galleries, Edinburgh. In the same year Mooney 
was also selected for FBA Futures Exhibition and RBA Rising Stars Exhibition at the Mall 
Galleries, London. She has been awarded the Fleming-Wyfold Bursary and Hottinger Prize 
for Excellence.  

 
For further information or images please email press@messumswiltshire.com 

 

Emerging Talents 

Since 2016 we have supported an annual emerging talent programme that champions artists 
at the beginning of their career. Starting with a presence online and building to an exhibition 
accompanied by a publication our emerging talents programme has seen four years of 
burgeoning talent grow into established creative strength whether with Messums or 
elsewhere. 

 

M E S S U M S  W I L T S H I R E   is a leading multi-purpose gallery and arts centre set 
inside a restored thirteenth-century tithe barn and surrounding buildings with exhibition 
space, sculpture garden and restaurant. 

M E S S U M S  L O N D O N  is modernist gallery space on Cork Street where the family 
have had a presence since 1992. 

M E S S U M S  Y O R K S H I R E opened in early July 2020. The third Messums gallery to 
open in England, it hosts a rolling programme of exhibitions with a focus on clients and 
artists in the North of England.  

A comprehensive list of past and future exhibitions can be found on our websites. 

 
 



 
 

 


